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Texas Tech Press,U.S., United States, 2009. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 224 x 150 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. On a soft summer Virginia evening Shelly Wagner was pushing
her five-year-old son in a tire swing in the backyard, idling away the hours between dinner and
bedtime. She left him only for a moment, but when she returned Andrew had disappeared. He was
found later that night, drowned in the river behind their home. From the depths of grief that
followed, Wagner began to write poems - not as therapy, she says, but to see if she could express
the range of her experience more fully than the published books shed read. What emerged from
Wagners quest is a volume of verse that has comforted and inspired thousands of parents, patients,
and other determined survivors. These clear, unflinching poems wherein she evokes the life and
death of her five-year-old son are moving and unforgettable.You will remember Andrew as if you
had known him, this delightful boy - RUTH STONE Treasure. Follow my hand into this trunk.
Examine for yourself its treasure. Lift and read the heavy wooden board, a scrap of lumber on which
he scrawled his name red...
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ReviewsReviews

Undoubtedly, this is the greatest operate by any article writer. It is actually writter in straightforward words instead of confusing. Your life period is going to
be change as soon as you complete looking over this book.
-- Karina Ebert-- Karina Ebert

Undoubtedly, this is the very best job by any article writer. It can be rally interesting throgh studying time. Your way of life period is going to be transform
as soon as you comprehensive reading this article pdf.
-- Louie Will-- Louie Will
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